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The proof of the irrationality of (5) is a long standing open problem, but here only 
the case of (4) = 4/90 is considered. The present paper suggests an approach for the 
irrationality of (4) along the lines of those known for proving the irrationality of (3). 
 
 
1.  Proving (2), (3) and (4) are irrational 
 





11 22    and (3) = ...3
1
2
11 33   (see [1]). 
In 1998, S. Miller modified it into a still easier proof for the irrationality of (3) (see [4]). In 
2001, a summary of the proofs for the irrationality of , ln2, (2) and (3) was welcomed as the 
lack of progress in this field justified a new impulse (see [2]).  
 















SR )2(  for any nN and integers Rn, Sn and Tn. 








































  . 

























   → 0 for large n. This is 
not possible unless (2) is irrational.  
 
 

















SR )3(  for any nN and integers Rn, Sn 
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   )3(21 4 n  . 
Thus,  0 <  )3(nn SR   )3(21 4 nnT      )3(21. 401.3 ne    → 0 for large n. This is 
not possible unless (3) is irrational.  
 
 
We now suggest that a proof of the irrationality of (4) could go as follows. First, it should be 
shown that  





















SR )4(  for any 
nN and integers Rn, Sn and Tn, where Tn =LCM(14, 24, …, n4). Again following the result 
explained in [2], nn eT 01.4 for large n. 






















































 .  























  → 0 for large n.  
This is not possible unless (4) is irrational.  
 
 
2. The missing part 





















SR )4(  is missing and 




















had potential for attempting a proof for (4), but in the same paper it was also pointed out this 
option failed since the numerator of the integral is not of the form )4(nn SR  .  
 
Another more esthetic expression seemed promising too (see [3]): 













0     , 
so that the expression  













))1()1()1()1(( |  
seemed to be a good start, but again the numerator of the integral is not of the form )4(nn SR  .  
 





















seem more promising, since at least for the values n = 0, 1 and 2 they are of the required form. 















  it follows that 






































with m = i+1. 
Thus, after a derivation with respect to : 
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In case  = 0 and t = 3: 






















































In case  = 0 and t = 4: 










































Firstly, for n=0, we note that 






































Secondly, for n=1, we have to compute 
I1 =
 














We do the integration with respect to w and z first, which goes with problem using a standard 
math software: 




















This integral can be computed in three parts so that two parts can be computed straightforwardly 
using a standard math software: 







yyxx = -13 + 8 )2(  







xyyyxx = -51 -16 )2(  - 64 )3(   
The third part, 












resists the software, and thus we expand the numerator in order to compute it term by term: 









yx +yx -yx -y3x +  y2x -y2x - y3x + xy -yx -xy dydxxyLog
xy
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= 108+ 64+ 8 - 423/8 
And thus 
I1 = I1a + I1b + I1c = (-13 + 8 )2( ) + (-51 -16 )2(  - 64 )3( ) + (72+64+8 -
423/8)= 108- 935/8. 
Note that  8*108935 = 0.127274… < 1 
 
 
Thirdly, for computing I2 we again do the integration with respect to w and z first:  
I2 =
 
























This integral can be cut in three parts and the first can be computed straightforwardly using 
standard software: 









yxyyxx =  )2(10561737
16
21   
The second and third parts resisted our software, and so they are computed using series 











































































































































So that I2 = I2a + (I2b + I2c)=  )2(1056173716
21 
3456
31306541  + 10476 - 1386
= 
3456
39185573  + 10476 
Again, we note that  3456*1047639185573 = 3456*0.000082932 = 0.286613 < 1 
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